Standards Review
Meeting
June 8 & 9, 2016

Questions, Reflections, and
Housekeeping

• 8:30—8:35—Housekeeping/Questions
• 8:35-8:45 Reimbursements/Check Roster for Name/District/Email Verifications
• 8:45-9:00 Grade Band Discussions on these areas:
–K-3 examples in standards, language progression
–4-5 language/example issues
–6-8 examples, including independent reading language consistency
–9-12 independent reading language, deletion of standard question
• 9:00-9:15 Grade band discussions on RI 10—recommendations on language
• 9:15-9: 45 Grade Table Discussions to review standards RI- submit recommendation to form---any changes needed after the grade-band discussions need to be implemented into the Grade
Level Doc & Vertical Doc *2 UP/2Down Review *Add Comments prior to V. Alignment
• 9:30-10:15 Continued Vertical Alignment discussions & consensus k-12 on RI 10
• 10:15-11:30 Reading Literacy Standards

• 12:30—1:30 p.m Vertical Alignment over Reading Literacy Standards
• 1:30—2:30p.m. Review the Foundational Skills & Literacy in Other Content
• 2:30---3:00 pm. 2 UP/2 Down Standards Review & Comments/ Grade Reviews of Comments
• 3:00-4:00 p.m. Vertical Alignment & Consenus
• Housekeeping Items: Next Location/Dates

Day 1 & 2—
RI –Informational Text
-Standards reviewed k-12
-Vertical Alignment
discussions & consensus

Day 2
RL--Reading Literacy
-Standards reviewed k-12
-Vertical alignment k-12
Discussions & Consensus
K-5 Foundational Skills
6-12 Literacy in Other Content
-Standards reviewed
-Vertical Alignment k-12
Discussions & Consensus

Objectives for Today

• Understand the standards review process
and its priorities
• Understand and use the Elements of Quality
Standards to revise the mathematics
standards for South Dakota
• Employ effective strategies to communicate
and work with a team

• Work group rights:

Rights & Obligations

–You have the right to make a contribution to an attentive
responsive audience.
–You have the right to pause before responding or asking a question
–You have the right to paraphrase in order to hear and understand
another speaker
–You have the right to probe for more information
–You have the right to have your ideas discussed, not you,
personally.

Rights & Obligations
•Work group obligations:
–You are obligated to speak loudly enough for others to
hear.
–You are obligated to listen for understanding.
–You are obligated to agree or disagree (and explain
why) in response to other people’s ideas.
–You are obligated to use the consensus cards to help
guide the review of the standards work.

Features of a Quality Standard

Overview of Review Process

• Use the guidelines for quality standards and other state
standards and resources to discuss SD standards one at a
time.
• Capture recommendations on Google Excel

• Review a section or set of the standards at a time

• As a large group review the section or set standards for
vertical alignment

•

Repeat the process

Grade Level Review

• Take a few minutes of silence to individually read the
standards that are in the category to be reviewed.
• Mark or note standards that you would like to discuss at
your table.
• Use the resources and Features of Quality Standards to
review the South Dakota standard and justify and explain
any changes.
• Share thoughts, come to a consensus, and document
proposed changes.

Documentation Rules

Strike through words the team wants eliminated
Use red and bold font for additions to the standards
Identify if the standards will stay the same or has a proposed change
Identify the type of change
– Removed, Re-written, broken-up, combined, moved to a different
grade level
• Identify the Quality Standards Rule # that was used to justify
improvements
• Summarize reason for proposed change
• Open the vertical alignment excel document and make the formatting
changes to the appropriate standard.
•
•
•
•

Questions to Discuss
• Is the edit necessary?
• Does the proposed wording of the revised standard meet the
qualities standards guidance?
• Do the proposed edits maintain connections within and
across grades? If not, what other standards are impacted?
• Do we need to meet with another grade to help us in our
decisions prior to the vertical alignment?

Vertical Alignment Reminders

• Reflect a logical, consistent order

• Key terminology should be
consistent or show a progression

• The rigor (depth of knowledge)
across the standards should show a
progression

Vertical Alignment Process

• Grade Level Review:
– Grade level teams will review standard changes in the two
grades above and below their own grade. First, review
silently.
• Grade Level Discussion:
– Grade level teams will discuss questions or concerns and
table leader will document the team’s questions or concerns
by putting a comment on the “Comments” Google document.
– Be sure to think about the purpose of the comment by using
the Quality Standards Checklist.

Vertical Alignment Process

• Please consider the following when commenting:
–Have you looked at the reasoning on the grade level
standards document?
–Does it meet one of the justifications or criteria on the
Quality Standards Checklist?
–Does it move the work forward?
–Does it make a specific suggestion for improvement?
–How does this change impact your grade level?
–How does the change impact the intent or rigor of the
standard?

Vertical Alignment Process

• Grade Level Review of Comments, Questions & Recommendations

– Make changes as needed. Note any questions to bring to the whole group.

• Whole Group Discussion:

– Table Leads discuss changes and concerns, starting with Kindergarten and
moving through the grades. If there are concerns, table leads can discuss
reasoning, whole group will be allowed to ask clarifying questions.
Consensus cards will be used to come to a decision.

• Final Decisions
–After final decisions are made, table leaders will make edits on both the grade
level and vertical documents.

End of Day Reflection and Feedback ● What went well today? What
progress do you feel good about?
● What suggestion do you have to
improve and refine the process?
● What else would you like us to know?
What questions do you have?

